What
We Do

Service Catalogue

Our values
We offer a comprehensive range of innovative IT &
professional services based out of our three UK service
centres – delivering maximum value and supporting
our customers across their entire IT strategy. Services
include: datacentre/cloud, hardware provision for core
infrastructure, endpoint build and configuration, imaging

Not your typical IT provider

& asset tagging, deployment & complete life cycle
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24 hour
ServiceDesk

Global
partnerships

Be human

Own it

Work hard

Love your job

Standards
matter

Look after
your customers

Think big

Speak up

management, from selection to ethical disposal – all
backed by world-class ServiceDesk support.
Our rigorous quality assurance processes, coupled with
industry standard ISO 9001, 27001 & Cyber Essentials+
certifications ensure we deliver professionally designed,
high quality and secure IT solutions to our customers,
whilst achieving maximum value.
Our Net Promoter ®, which is consistently above 95%,

ITIL and ISO
certified

World-class supply
chain

demonstrates our success in delivering outstanding
customer service.
But it’s not just what we do – it’s how we do it.
Highly experienced, qualified and certified Technical

NPS®

95%+

Consultants provide tailored end-to-end solutions to
match the technical and commercial needs of each
customer. Our approach is founded on key principles:
we listen, we think, we design, we deploy, we support;

Personalised
account management

Net
Promoter®

but the most important factor is that we care.

Net Promoter ®, NPS ®, NPS Prism ®, and the NPS-related emoticons are registered trademarks of Bain & Company, Inc.,
Satmetrix Systems, Inc., and Fred Reichheld. Net Promoter Score℠ and Net Promoter System℠ are service marks of Bain
& Company, Inc., Satmetrix Systems, Inc., and Fred Reichheld.
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Let’s talk Cloud
Having one cloud provider for private, public and hybrid cloud
has its benefits.

Scale your organisation
with the Cloud
Everyone knows the cloud is the place to be. It isn’t new but it has evolved and
it isn’t one destination, we believe it’s many - multi-cloud, private cloud and
hyperscale. Our cloud solutions are designed to meet your organisations
digital, operational and commercial objectives - perfectly and securely.

Cost-efficient & flexible
pricing models

Proactive and continuous
monitoring

Single provider for all
cloud services

24/7/365 live support
within the UK

Real time licensing
consumption for flexibility

6
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5

Ways to thrive in
the cloud

Cloud provides greater flexibility, more agility and new
opportunities for innovation, so it’s no surprise that more than
90 percent of today’s enterprises have adopted cloud in some
form.

IT as a Service (ITaaS)
Our ITaaS model provides your organisation with exactly the amount
of enterprise-class hardware, software, and support that it needs
all in a monthly subscription. Using our team of experts, we design
a platform specifically for you hosted in UK based datacentres. We
can add public cloud services such as, Microsoft 365, Microsoft
Azure, Amazon Web Services and the Google G-Cloud platform.

Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Built on the same enterprise architecture as ITaaS - PaaS provides
a more dedicated and customisable datacentre platform, providing
additional scale and flexibility for customers with elevated demand
or specific technology requirements.

Backup as a Service (BaaS)
Get all the data protection you need in one seamless cloud solution.
Make sure your data is off-site, secure and safe with a Backup as
a Service solution. BaaS uploads and stores your data off-site,
to military-grade encryption standards, at our UK datacentres.
Choose from our range of online or disk-to-disk backup solutions
to build a cost-effective solution that meets your off-site backup
requirements and secures your most important digital asset – your

Available

Fast

Secure

Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)
DRaaS

provides

availability

your

strategy,

organisation

embracing

with

a

virtualisation

Resilient

Scalable

Choose the Right Environment
comprehensive
and

Deciding which deployment model you will go with is one of

storage

the most important cloud decisions you will make. Each cloud

investments in the datacentre and extending them. DRaaS is an

deployment model satisfies different organisational needs, so it’s

affordable and efficient image-based Virtual Machine replication

important that you choose a model that will satisfy the needs of

solution that delivers true cloud-based disaster recovery for ALL

your organisation. The great news is that we can use one method,

applications within stringent Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and

many or all, accommodating all your needs.

Recovery Time Objective (RTO), which can be minutes rather than
hours.

Hyperscale

World-class Cloud Design
We provide a cloud environment focussed on your strategic aims.
We understand that every organisation is unique and ensure we

Hyperscale provides a huge catalogue of services from global

have an understanding of your organisation, technology and vision

cloud providers such as AWS, Google and Microsoft to create

before beginning the design.

a single solution for provision of ITaaS, PaaS and Software as
a Service (SaaS) including the ubiquitous Microsoft 365 suite,

Get ready to maximise the value of cloud investment by partnering

security, backup and support services offered through our

with experts who understand the heart of your business.

subscription pricing model. All cloud models are designed as
a completely new infrastructure, or a migration of your current

Accreditations

on-premise or legacy architecture, fully supported by our team of

We’re proud to have direct relationships with some of the leading

industry-leading support personnel.

global technology vendors and manufacturers. By working
strategically with a select number of partners it ensures that our
engineers are regularly trained and kept up to date to support and
deploy all of our technologies. We can offer the most competitive
pricing on the market and we have a direct link with the vendor,
keeping them involved from design through to deployment of any
solution.

data!
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completely flexible
Cloud/Hybrid/On-Premise
We offer a range of award-winning cloud and hosted services, built
on either a hybrid, private or public hosted infrastructure – and
with flexible subscription plans, you’ll never have to pay for more
than you need.

Active/Active.
The optimal choice for high dependency systems, an active replica

Our private cloud platforms are provisioned from multiple UK

of your systems is kept in real-time mirrored hardware, ensuring

datacentres, providing: device, service, system and geographic

that in the unlikely event of a disaster you suffer minimal (often zero)

resilience, enhanced security, power resilience and fire suppression.

downtime. Ensuring business can always continue.

Solutions range from mission-critical ‘Active/Active’ datacentre
design to ‘Active/Standby’ and ‘Hybrid/On-Premise’. Your systems
aren’t just ‘somewhere in the cloud’ - they’re in defined locations,
protected by a reputable, ISO9001, ISO27001 regulated, UK
company.
Hyperscale cloud services are also provisioned within Microsoft
365, Microsoft Azure and AWS according to customer requirement.
We are a Microsoft CSP Partner which brings our customers one

Active/Standby.
When your business can cope with minimal downtime (>15 minutes)
your systems can run in a standby state with a duplicate platform
taking just 15-30 minutes to restore key functionality in the event of
a disaster.

of the most accredited, cost effective and supported experiences
available in the UK.

Hybrid/On-Premise.
When procuring separate equipment isn’t an option for whatever
reason, you can utilise our Disaster Recovery platform to replicate
your on-premise infrastructure to our datacentres (DC). This takes
away the worry of running a second DC and provides a full DR
(Disaster Recovery) solution in an easy to cost and budget OpEx
model. Fully managed by our UK ServiceDesk - we worry about your
systems so you don’t have to.

10
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Microsoft 365

Windows Auto-Pilot
Our Auto-Pilot model provides your organisation with a collection of technologies that can be

Microsoft 365 allows you to stay connected and get more

used to set up new devices and get them ready for staff use. This function can also be used to

out of your Microsoft licenses using intelligent Apps and

reset, re-purpose and recover devices meaning IT departments can achieve this with minimal

integrated cloud services - all equipped with the highest

infrastructure, increasing efficiency.

standard of built-in security. Re-imagine the way you work
This simplified device life-cycle, for both IT and end users means:

with Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Teams.

• IT spends less time on deploying, managing, and retiring devices.

Microsoft 365 Security Roadmap
Our Security Roadmap is designed to help your organisation by
leveraging your Microsoft 365 investment lines. This is done by
assessing your current security posture, giving you a score and
then working with you to turn on Microsoft 365 technologies

• Maximising ease of use for all types of end users.

SharePoint in a Box
Our ‘SharePoint in a Box’ product has been developed as a quick and easy way to deploy your

Our ‘zero-trust’ approach considers those with the least

just the essential SharePoint communications, including your company branding.

level of access is given to staff at the right time. This mitigates
risk and will expedite recovery in the event of a breach.

• Essential SharePoint communications site

Our Productivity Roadmap has been designed to ensure
customers get the most out of their Microsoft 365 subscription.
In this roadmap our team measures your current software
utilisation and will help make improvements to your usage.

included

in

your

Microsoft

365

subscription?
Data sprawls are becoming more and more common with
company data and files being stored on premise, in OneDrive, on
SharePoint and shared via Teams. We can help develop a data
strategy that limits data sprawl and considers the necessary
security and governance.

Business &
process
automation

• Customer branded
• 1-hour end-user training included
• One-off fixed cost

Teams Enablement

Are you paying for specialist software, where a similar
already

Benefits:
• Quick to deploy

Productivity Roadmap & Data Strategy

is

Cloud
collaboration
& storage

first SharePoint site. Designed to be as easy to adopt as possible, the platform is deployed with

privileged access and assumes a breach - ensuring only the right

12

• Reducing the infrastructure needed to maintain the devices.

that help to secure your environment.

technology

Office
applications

Working from anywhere on any device being able to effectively communicate and collaborate with
colleagues is a key objective for dispersed teams.

Advanced
security

We help you get the most out of Teams. Most people only use Teams for online meetings and
instant messaging, but it is so much more than that.
We assess your Teams usage and find gaps in utilisation, help IT departments to leverage the best
management tools and apply the appropriate security and governance policies. But it doesn’t
stop there – our team can retrain end users and help educate on Teams etiquettes and develop a

Information
governance

champions programme to ensure your organisation stays abreast of the latest features.

tptg.co.uk
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Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure allows you to turn an organisation’s ideas into innovations. You

Azure Security Approach

can achieve your goals with the autonomy and flexibility to build, manage, and

Sentinel allows you to see and stop threats before they cause

deploy your infrastructure and applications in the cloud. With help from Azure,
you have everything you need to scale your IT infrastructure.
With the ever-greater need for remote working and flexibility required to be able
to change your working environments, Azure can help you rapidly migrate line
of business applications, remote desktop environments and file storage to the
cloud.

Azure Migrations

harm - it’s SIEM reinvented for the modern world. Azure Sentinel
is your birds-eye view across the enterprise. The use of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) makes your threat detection and response

99.5%
availability

smarter and faster. Eliminate security infrastructure setup and
maintenance, and elastically scale to meet your security needs. All
while reducing your IT costs.
Azure Monitor helps you maximise the availability and performance
of your applications and services. It delivers a comprehensive

We can help you make your first step into the cloud, develop a hybrid cloud

solution for collecting, analysing, and acting on telemetry from

approach or help plan and manage a complete infrastructure migration. Azure

your cloud and on-premise environments. This information

migrations allow you to migrate your data and workloads to Azure confidently

helps you understand how your applications are performing and

and securely with intelligent security services. Increase your organisations

pro-actively identifies issues affecting them and the resources they

agility with best-in-class Azure infrastructure that scales to your business

depend on.

Highly
customisable

needs.

Azure Optimisation
The optimisation of costs makes moving on-premise datacentres to the cloud
more cost effective with comprehensive reporting on consumption charges,
allowing you to understand the true cost of your Azure services. Our Microsoft
experts are ready to help with best practices and guidance.

Windows Virtual Desktop
Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) is a comprehensive desktop and App virtualisation
service running in the cloud. It’s the only virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) that
delivers simplified management, multi-session Windows 10, optimisations for
Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise, and Teams optimisation. Deploy and scale
your Windows desktops and Apps on Azure in minutes and get built-in security
and compliance features. WVD offers substantial cost and licensing benefits.

14

Azure Backup and SR
We provide a cost-effective, secure one-click backup solution that’s
scalable based on your backup storage needs. The centralised

Endlessly
scalable

management interface makes it easy to define backup policies
and protect a wide range of enterprise workloads, including Azure
Virtual Machines, SQL and SAP databases, and Azure file shares.
Benefits:
• Azure and on-premise backup
• Application consistency

Futureproof

• Secure backup storage
• Cloud backup management

tptg.co.uk
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Let’s talk Edge
The endpoint will no longer be laptops, tablets and smartphones.
It will be vehicles, buildings, plants and machinery... it may even
be people. It will enable an augmented world.

The Edge
is Evolving
Edge is going to be transformational. Right now many view the endpoint as a
commodity purchase, a laptop, a phone, a tablet but it’s going to be so much
more than that in the future.

16

Collaboration

Productivity

Flexibility

Security

Connectivity

Internet of Things
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Always ahead of the curve

Network
Freedom of connectivity has never been so important. Today’s

Your edge devices need to securely connect people, Apps,
data and devices – empowering teams with increased
collaboration and flexibility. 5G and IoT are going to change
the world, every bit as much as cloud has over the last decade.

inter-connected world requires always-on, reliable and fast
communications – between sites, between organisations and
between people.
We provide a suite of ultra-fast internet solutions that are robust
for business, achieving connectivity to multiple sites and/or the
internet using only the best telecom providers, partners and

CapEx
Make

technology to provide the best fit for our customers. This is the
one-off

payments

for

your

IT

era of the Software Defined Network (SDN).

products.

Communications
We understand the importance of a well-structured communication
system. Our managed communication services include on-premise

OpEx

and hosted IP telephony, video and collaboration, plus calls with

Split your payments across manageable

inclusive lines and minutes designed specifically and individually

monthly fees.

to your requirements.

Device as a Service
Combine

services

to

configure

and

support your IT assets from order to end
of life, as a service.

18
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Our tiered security model
internet

Invest in a tiered
security model
Cyber threats continue to evolve with attacks becoming more
frequent, sophisticated and targeted. Our tiered security model

Tier 1 - Cloud AV-AS-CC-DDOS

protects with multiple solutions at Cloud, Firewall and Endpoint

Protection before your on-site network

levels - putting the necessary control measures in place to help

Cloud security protects you from threats

secure your organisation and negate attacks, including zero-day

BEFORE your perimeter. It provides you with

threats.

Penetration Testing & Assessments
We identify any weaknesses and vulnerabilities across your IT
environment making sure your defences are strengthened against
attack helping to mitigate any risk.

protection from zero-day attacks, denial-ofservice attacks and maximises bandwidth.

“Cybercrime cost UK businesses more than £1bn in the past
year”* - therefore it’s critical that organisations take cyber security

Tier 2 - Perimeter firewall
- proxy CC-IPS-IDS
Protection at the perimeter of the network
Traditional firewall technology with proxy
control to avoid unwanted content and prevent
attacks against the network. Examples of
attacks can be hacking, intrusion and malware.

seriously and invest in advanced measures that extend well

User Awareness Training

beyond traditional perimeter defences.

We’ll help you embed a strong culture of cyber awareness with

Our tiered security approach uses technologies from leading
security vendors and providers to minimise threat, from the cloud

tailored security training and phishing simulation ensuring your
staff are the first line of defence.

through to endpoint device – helping you safeguard your systems,
data and people. Beyond that we have a number of managed cyber
security services which are designed to help you identify, mitigate
and pro-actively defend against security risks and attacks.

Tier 3 - Endpoint AV-AS-MFA
DLP, encryption and MDM

Tiered Security
*source: Computer Weekly

Cloud, Firewall and Endpoint protection - our proven tiered

Protection at the end of the network

security model puts the necessary control measures in place to

Security for computers/devices (Endpoints).

help secure your organisation and negate attacks, including zero-

This stops vulnerabilities outside of the

day threats.

network. This includes on-demand scanning
and protection against threats transmitted by
removable media.

20
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Enterprise ready, AR,
MR and VR solutions

hyperVSN
hyperVSN is the ultimate solution for creating, managing and
displaying your unique 3D visuals with a holographic effect. A
unique combination of high-tech projection units and a smart

There’s nothing quite like wandering through an interactive
landscape and our VR solution can develop completely new ways
to help your audience connect with your VR experience. Whether

content management platform, both working together to create
an immersive visual experience.

it’s gaze-activated hotspots, controllers that allow you to engage

Toshiba DynaEdge

with the 3D virtual environment, or tailor-made VR Apps; our

Toshiba DynaEdge is a high-performance wearable Windows

extensive VR services offer a new and exciting realm of audience

10-based mobile edge computing device, which works alongside

participation and engagement.

a companion pair of Assisted Reality AR100 Viewer smart glasses.
Designed to bring hands-free wearable working to enterprise -

We offer the best Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality/Mixed Reality
solutions in the UK, bringing innovative, disruptive and enterpriseready solutions to market to aid and enhance how you work now.

If you’re thinking about exploring the virtual world, our VR solution
is ready for you. Our expert team will help you craft a virtual reality
experience that will stand out. Collaborating with us will ensure
a sculpted experience engaging directly with your audience,
immersing them into your world and your story. From there, we’ll
work closely with you to identify the right VR platforms for your
experience, before sharing it with the non-virtual world.

DynaEdge enables large enterprises to improve efficiency, quality
of performance and operating flexibility in a constantly evolving
working environment. This revolutionises field service.

Microsoft HoloLens
The Microsoft HoloLens is a holographic computer built into a
headset that lets you see, hear, and interact with holograms within
any environment. HoloLens is a self-contained all-in-one unit that
does not require additional computing hardware to function. Using
high-definition lenses and spatial sound technology HoloLens
creates an immersive, interactive Augmented Reality experience.

VR as a Service (VRaaS)
Limited only by your imagination; we’ve developed our own
VR platform to create bespoke virtual and Augmented Reality
content on iOS or Android for training and induction solutions.
Downloadable on almost any phone, tablet or headset – the
pureVR app offers a completely customisable, innovative and
interactive experience.

22
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IoT services with
real-world benefits
Our IoT service is the combination of multiple solutions, vendors

SMART Parking

and service providers to provide IoT with real-world benefits and

Our SMART Parking package provides accurate information to

we’re proud to be the first service provider in the UK to offer a
number of ‘pre-packaged’ solutions ready for market. Whilst our
solutions are pre-packaged, they’re designed to resolve your
business challenges through our bespoke development services.
If your problem falls outside of our pre-packaged solutions our
bespoke development is available to solve unique business
problems, wrapped within our trusted Professional Services for
design, deployment and support.

Efficient resource
utilisation

assist with the monitoring of parking space occupancy.
Collect information to obtain summaries about total space
utilisation, average use and peak times to help you manage your
parking facility for visitors and employees.
An intelligent Parking Sensor is securely mounted to the surface
of the road, instantly transmitting activity data via the IoT Gateway

Enhanced customer
experiences

located in the building.

The marketplace has 1000s of sensors and differing types of
connectivity and analytics - you need a partner that can design a
solution for best fit, from concept to deployment.

SMART Environment
The SMART Environment package provides accurate monitoring

Improved
productivity

of people moving in a specific place plus building environmental
parameters including temperature, humidity, ambient light, carbon
monoxide and sound.
Set security alerts to advise you if unexpected movement occurs.
Collect data to inform and alert you when there are changes to the
environmental conditions in order to provide the perfect working
environment. Save money by reducing wasted energy costs,

High-quality data
and analytics

turning lights and heating off in unused areas.

24
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Apps
Digital transformation is all about harnessing the power of the cloud

Classifier 365

and the edge to deliver transformative processes. Applications

Hyper-intuitive, cognitive capabilities intelligently extract keywords

are at the heart of this; replacing manual, paper-intensive and time
consuming functions with new, fast and functional solutions. The
days of big, monolithic application suites are over; welcome to the
agile world of Apps.
Using in-house capability and a network of talented ISV Partners
we can offer a range of Apps, on demand, on-subscription and

by understanding the context of your content and eliminates the
effort required for end-users to add metadata manually, thereby
allowing your people to focus on their priorities rather than being
librarians. Works natively with Microsoft Teams, SharePoint and
standard file shares allowing automated classification, compliance
and search throughout document archives.

customised precisely to your needs:

Onboard 365
Automation 365
Manage collaboration tools for your people by an intelligent
recommendation engine linked to Microsoft Teams, SharePoint
Online Sites and 365 Groups that may guide, reduce site sprawl,
avoid duplications and empower your workforce to collaborate
and engage. Create and introduce templates to your organisation
to promote, re-use, share knowledge, create consistency and

A revolutionary on-boarding platform integrated to Microsoft 365,
allowing hiring managers and departments to create specific
on-boarding experiences. With an easy, intuitive and highly
configurable interface this prompts new hires to go through your
organisation’s introductory videos, policies and procedures, links
and recommended communities on Microsoft Teams, Yammer and
SharePoint based on skills and interests.

adhere to regulatory requirements.

Data 365
QMS 365
Manage compliance through automation. This helps you to define
policy, procedures and standard operating procedures such as
quality records, regulatory requirements, ISO requirements and
industry specifications. These can be easily tailored to the needs
of any organisation. Built specifically for Microsoft 365, it provides
smooth integration, versatility and scalability.

26

Big data can be a real problem. So can unstructured data. This
tool uses Natural Language Processors (NLP) to understand
the semantic context of your data. Its hyper-intuitive, cognitive
capabilities

intelligently

extract

keywords

which

accurately

describe the content of the data and comprehension throughout
any organisation. It has the capability to generate taxonomies,
identifying opportunities for your organisation to drive operational
efficiencies.
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Let’s talk Service
Features of our service packages.

Design

Ultra-fast IT service first
time, on time, every time.
Build your own bespoke service package with a comprehensive range of
support and professional services, which can be provided for any platform
– designed, deployed and fully managed by our world-class service team.

We ensure that solutions are viable to budget and meet your desired
outcomes, not only for now but for the future too.

Deploy
Get project management and on-site support resources to ensure
your deployment is completed on time and within budget.

Manage
From initial build and deployment, through to ethical disposal with a
strong emphasis on accuracy, security and quality.

28
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Our solutions are tailored to
your organisation
Technology is designed and configured to suit you and we
understand that it’s never “one size fits all”. Research of various
options is always considered. Highly experienced, qualified and
certified Solutions Architects provide tailored end-to-end solutions
to match the technical and commercial needs of each customer.

Imaging
A variety of imaging services are available; ranging from at source through global
manufacturers and distributors to more bespoke local services, using replication,
Microsoft Deployment Services and SCCM. Using proven gold images guarantees
successful deployment.

Life-cycle Management
Ultra-Fast IT Support

In tandem with other services we can offer full life-cycle management of endpoint

Speak directly to one of our engineers every time you call. You

and datacentre infrastructure including imaging, RFID tagging, refurbishment,

won’t spend hours waiting for your issues to be fixed, allowing you

secure decommision and ethical disposal.

to focus on what’s important to your business.

Carbon Conscious
24/7 Support
Your business is fully supported 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, all
year round. You don’t have to wait for business hours to get your

All logistics, deployment and training are undertaken with the lowest Carbon
Footprint possible and professionally project managed. The result is a modern
refreshed endpoint estate, managed, secure and future proofed.

technology back up and working again.

Endpoint Services
Proactive Monitoring
Your system will be monitored automatically spotting and fixing
potential issues before they prevent your business from operating.

30

For endpoint services, we supply, configure, deliver and deploy the entire endpoint
device estate, including software licensing, device imaging, asset-tagging,
refurbishment, secure and ethical disposal.
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Managed Back-up
Reliable and consistent backup is taken on a regular basis with
daily monitoring and backup management. Once completed you
receive a backup report and any failures will be automatically
logged and investigated.

World-Class service
A combination of highly skilled
engineers,
and

collaborative

dedication

consistently
satisfaction

results
high

rates

-

culture
in

Managed Server/Endpoint

our

Server and Endpoint estate is managed effectively and we provide

customer
our

teams

maintain your systems pro-actively

NPS

on-site support, coupled with the ServiceDesk. This combines

95%+

into a seamless product that ensures your servers, endpoints and

®

and answer any queries you may

people maintain productivity.

have; and they do it better than
anyone else. Our Net Promoter ®
has never been below 90% since it
launched in 2017.

Managed AV
Vendor Agnostic Solutions
Our solutions and services are designed to best fit and benefit
your organisation. We use the best technologies on the market,
observe your budget and ensure the technology enhances your

Anti-Virus service is provided so we can monitor and manage your
AV estate. This includes keeping AV and the AV console up to
date (subject to subscription). Once completed you receive an AV
report and issues are automatically logged and investigated.

business. We’ve forged high-level, direct relationships with the
world’s top manufacturers, so our engineers are ‘always on the
pulse’ with the latest technologies.

Managed Patch
Patch management service provides the confidence that your
servers and endpoints are being regularly assessed and patched.
Patches are centrally managed and are approved/denied in
correspondence within a defined change process.

32
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Purchase IT the way you want to
Our procurement team are the most experienced, resourceful and well-connected purchasers in the IT industry,
and they’ll work alongside your Account Manager to ensure you receive a personalised service and that your
expectations are always met.
Through the teams supply chain and global vendor relationships you’ll receive the most competitive pricing
and best lead times in the market - we can even hold onto the stock and batch deliver it if you need us to.

Integrated AI suggested &
related products

Need an out of hours service? Simply jump online onto our intuitive e-commerce platform: store.tptg.co.uk.
Our easy-to-use store allows for repeat ordering and run-rate transactions meaning your next purchase is just
a few clicks away.

store.tptg.co.uk
Get the latest hardware at the press of a button, delivered on time - every time. It’s the online go-to for your

Latest products,
lower costs & stock
availability

everyday IT requirements.

Order around the clock
Our intuitive e-commerce platform is available whenever you need it.

Personalised service

Customer-specific
contract pricing

Your dedicated Account Manager understands your IT requirements.

Significant purchasing power
We provide the best solutions to maximise your IT budgets.

34

User - friendly /
responsive design
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Compliance

Commercial

We hold a number of internationally recognised certifications to ensure compliance, best

We provide a comprehensive range of IT solutions and

practice and secure data management. Delivering world-class service to customers is our aim

services to the SME commercial sector, mid-market and

and our accreditations are a key part of our strategy to support that.

enterprise. Our success is fuelled by our passion for the
three things that matter most to our company – our

Our people are our biggest asset – recognised as Investors in People Platinum we ensure

customers, our people & technology. Our commitment

each member of our team receives a personal development plan (PDP), as well as funded

to service excellence and solution knowledge

investment and training to support their professional development.

serves over 1,500 commercial customers across
many industries.

36
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Public Sector
Being able to provide technical expertise and the best-value

Trusted Supplier

possible in the public sector has been a priority for us since our

A trusted supplier to many public sector organisations, represented

inception in 2007. We now feature on a number of key frameworks
in the UK to support our aim of providing digital transformation

on an increasing number of public sector frameworks.

services in the public sector.
With expertise spanning across a number of sectors including
blue-light, education, healthcare and local authorities - our

Public Sector Expertise

commitment to service excellence and solution knowledge is

We have an experienced team of security cleared and DBS

earning us a growing reputation for the provision of public sector

checked Presales, Solution Architects, Deployment Specialists,

solutions.

Technical and ServiceDesk Engineers.

“The pure technology group demonstrated its passion to be one
of the spearheads for digital transformation into the public sector

Operational Excellence

and has been instrumental in supporting us in the design process

We are Cyber Essentials Plus accredited and apply full ITIL,

of this new framework. We’re looking forward to developing

PRINCE2, ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 processes throughout our

our partnership even further across the 00944 datacentres,

operations.

maintenance, cloud hosting and security framework.”

Zoe Morgan-Kriek,
ICT Category Buyer at YPO.

Committed to the Public Sector
Our

extensive

experience

of

working

with

Public

Sector

organisations gives us a deep understanding of the vision,
challenges and opportunities.
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Candlelighters
Founded in 1976 by families and medical staff, Candlelighters continues

Over the last 5 years, we’ve taken part in a wide variety of

to help support children suffering with cancer and their families.

fundraising activities including:

Proceeds go towards the funding of research, family holidays,
grants and additional services within the hospital and vital support
for families battling children’s cancer. Candlelighters involve
themselves in all kinds of projects, providing aid for ordinary

Giving back

families experiencing difficult circumstances.
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Yorkshire 3
peaks

Great North
Run

Snowdon by
night

Tough Mudder
2018 & 2019

Each year we commit a targeted amount to donate to Candlelighters
and we work hard to increase the level of donation year on year.
We’re proud to support such a great charity, which makes a huge
difference to children’s lives and look forward to continued yearon-year support.

Coast to
Coast

Raffles

For more information see: tptg.co.uk/about/giving-back

Cake sales

Monthly salary
donations

tptg.co.uk
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Support is available
24/7/365

Our locations
Ticket guide

pure technology group

0113 387 1070

The Mill
Call the ServiceDesk to log a ticket.

Contact us

Option 1

42

Option 2

Leeds office

Springfield Mills

hello@tptg.co.uk

(We promise to answer the phone within

Leeds

7 seconds).

LS28 5LY

9am - 5.30pm

pure technology group

01924 562 100

Email the ServiceDesk. You’ll get a reply
with the details you’ve sent immediately
and a ticket reference number.

Chapelthorpe Hall

Option 3

Log a ticket via the web portal or mobile

Wakefield office

Church Lane

app. Please contact your account manager

Wakefield

to discuss this service.rvice.

WF4 3JB

hello@tptg.co.uk
8.30am - 6pm

01942 311 150
pure technology group

Wigan office

Smithy Court
Wigan
WN3 6PS

01942 311 151
hello@tptg.co.uk
9am - 5.30pm

tptg.co.uk
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